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Reference Catalogue
Canadian Leader in the Distribution of Safety, Communications and Radio Accessory Products
We are your single source supplier for all safety, communications and radio accessory product requirements. The
following reference catalogue highlights some of the categories and products we offer.
Welcome to…
CanCom Radio Accessories.
As many of the countries radio dealers know... CanCom already offers
the largest range of radio accessory
products in Canada. Our tremendous growth however is a result of
our increased sales worldwide. We
are your full line accessory distributor, wholesaler and manufacturing
partner with our fully stocked warehouse located in Orillia, Ontario
Canada.
CanCom brings a wide range of
knowledge and experience in the
communications market and will be
instrumental in research, design,
sourcing and manufacturing of high
quality products for the radio communications market. If we don’t already have it… we can make it!
We have a few very unique alliances to distribute high end products across the country with some of the worlds top
quality brands. In addition, our own brand “CanCom” has been selling in large numbers and has been accepted by
some of the most demanded industries including manufacturing plants, public safety and the Military.

COMMUNICATE • INTEGRATE • PROTECT
Message from the President…
With over 20 years of expertise in the two-way radio market, CanCom offers a wide
range of products to meet any communications requirement. We design and manufacture our own CanCom range of accessories as well as exclusively distribute some of the
world’s top selling brands. We appreciate your business and we fully stand behind
every product we sell. Allow one of our product specialists to assist you, and maximize
your sales opportunities.
Tim McConaghy

For all your Safety, Communications
and Radio Accessory Products
Speaker Microphones (XSM Series)

XSMLW

XSM1

XSM58

XSM68

XSMLW

XSM30

4SM

STM

XSMP

With a full range of quality speaker microphones options we are certain to have a microphone for your specific application. Whether you require
lightweight, heavy duty, noise cancelling, or IP waterproof rated we offer a wide selection for all types of radio makes and models.

Listen-only Earpieces (XL Series)
XLAS

XLA

XLA2

X2LAB

XLBS

XLCS

XLDS

XLFS

XL Series Listen-only Earpieces provide the user with private receive audio transmission over their two-way radio. All options deliver crisp/clear
sound so you never miss important messages. Both short cords (for plug-in to speaker microphone audio jack) and long cords (to reach to radio
on the belt) are available. Plug options include 2.5mm, 3.5mm and 3.5mm threaded.

For all your Safety, Communications
and Radio Accessory Products
Surveillance Kits - Earpiece & In-line PTT/MIC Options

B

A2

A

X1

C

X15

F

D

X15

X3

X2

XF15

Surveillance Kits - Single Wire (X1 Series)

X1A2

X1B

X1C

X1D

Single wire kits include choice
of speaker with an in-line Microphone/PTT wired straight
through. Cord is straight.

Surveillance Kits - 1.5 Wire (X15 Series)

X15A
1.5 wire kits include choice of
speaker with an in-line Microphone/PTT. Both wires are
connected to the bottom. Cord
to the speaker is curly.

X15C

X15D

X15F
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Surveillance Kits - FLEX Style
Flex kits are available as 1.5, two
and three wire options and offer
ultimate flexibility.
These kits allow you to add your
choice of listen-only earpiece with
3.5mm plug. With this set-up it
provides the user with a disconnect earpiece allowing you to
easily share the main surveillance
kit body to save cost.

3WFL
2WSL

X15F

Surveillance Kits - Two Wire (X2 Series)

Two wire kits include choice of
speaker with a Microphone/PTT
on its own separate wire out of
the connector. Both cords are
straight cords.

X2A

X2C

X2D

3WX

3WF

Surveillance Kits - Three Wire (X3 Series)

Three wire kits include choice of
speaker, microphone and PTT.
Each component is assigned a
separate wire for maximum
flexibility.

X3A
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Specialty Kits ‐ Throat Microphones (XTM Series)

XTM1A

2TACTM

XTM3A

XTM2A

Our wide range of throat microphone kits include value price to high end. We offer a variety of set-ups with all earpiece styles and push-to-talks.
Throat microphones are fully adjustable and are the perfect choice when in a high noise/tactical environment or when the use of a boom microphone is not an option.

Specialty Kits ‐ Bone Conduction (XBC Series)
11FSES

XBC1

11TSES

XBC2

XBC4

XBCH2

XSKMH

Bone conduction earpieces
have integrated microphone
and speaker. Thus you can
both receive and transmit
from the earpiece. Our
temple transducer options
also use similar technology.

Specialty Kits ‐ Helmet Insert Kits (XHK Series)

5HKB

5HKFB

5HKSFB

5HK

Helmet Insert Kits provide speakers and microphone options to affix inside both full face and open face helmets. Other options also available.
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Lightweight/Medium Duty Headsets

XHSLD

XHSLC

5LWBHP

XHSLBH

Our selection of lightweight
and medium duty headsets
include: over-the-ear, behind
-the-head, over-the-head
(one-sided) and over-thehead (two-sided, ear cup).
In-line PTT’s vary.

6HNHS

5LWBHP

XHSLOH

High Noise Industrial Headsets
CB Headset Cable

HRXBH

HRXOH

HRXHH

XHPTT Headset PTT

HS16

HSOHF

HS11

HSBHF

HS30

HSHHF

Field replaceable radio cables with plug-in TA5 headset jack. For two-way headsets you can choose between direct to radio cable
(PTT via the cup) or in-line
push-to-talk adapters.

For all your Safety, Communications
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Aviation Headsets

AH500

RA200

RA950

RA900

Whether you're a pilot, student pilot, instructor, charter service or
flight school, we provide a full range of general aviation and helicopter headsets, intercoms, and more to keep your communications loud and clear. With high-end audio features and a full 5-year
headset warranty, CanCom delivers on all-day comfort, clear audio,
and reliable performance.
AC747

AC260

Aviation Intercom, Cords, Accessories
AC2EX

P2009

P1005

P2001V2

P2004

P2005

P2010

HS‐BAG

FC‐5

P1009

P1003

The items shown are a selection of our most popular
aviation cords and accessories. If you are looking for a
specific cord or accessory
not shown here please
contact us.

For all your Safety, Communications
and Radio Accessory Products

Mobile Interface Kits, Vehicle Intercoms
CC710

MK100

SC800

Whether you require a simple mobile kit set-up or a full
vehicle intercom (one or two
radio interface) we offer 3
different units to meet your
demand. A variety of headset options are available.

Intercom Jack Boxes
I0611

I0601

I0600

I0635

I0640

Depending on your requirement we have a combination of jack boxes to set-up a vehicle intercom to your specifications.

Intercom Cables
S2120 series cables are available
in 5, 15 & 26 foot lengths. These
cables connect the fire headset to
the intercom jack boxes.

S2120‐05

S2120‐15

P0717

P0717 is available in 5 & 10 foot
lengths and used to plug the fire
headset direct to the intercom.
I0441 to I0447 cables are straight
cords with options of 5, 10, 15, 20,
30, 50 & 70 foot lengths. These
are used to connect the jack boxes.

I0441 to I0447

P0735

I0455

P0735 (3 foot straight) & I0455 (5
foot curly) connect headset to the
MK100 mobile kit.
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High Noise “Racing Series” Headsets
H0400

H0500

H4000

PA4100

PA4200

Racing style headsets offer
ultimate noise cancellation
using our Dynamic noise
cancelling wire boom microphone. Headsets are connected by direct to radio
cable or in-line PTT.

Noisebuster ANR Headsets
PA4000

Noisebuster headsets offer
ANR noise reduction.
Cables are available for
receive audio transmission
or full boom mic kits for twoway communications on your
radio system.

AM/FM/iPod/Radio Plug-in Headsets
COM‐610

COM‐660

COM‐610HH

COM‐680

COM‐680HH

COM‐660HH

Hearing Protection with AM/FM or Plug-in capability for communications or music. COM-610 (25 NRR rating) comes standard with
3.5mm stereo plug and is commonly used to connect to a music
player. Includes all conversion plugs to connect to two-way radio
as well. COM-660 QuieTunes AM/FM headset (22 NRR rating)
provides highest reception & sound clarity. COM-680 Aware headset (22 NRR rating) combines AM/FM with ambient sound listening.
All models are available in hard hat mount.
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INVISIO - Bone Conduction/Tactical Headsets
M3‐TAN

M3‐BLK

M3s‐BLK

M3h‐BLK

2TACTM

M4

M4s

X5

M4h

M3‐EX

Clear communication in the heat of battle can mean the difference
between life and death. INVISIO headsets utilize the patented
INVISIO Bone Conduction Technology. Instead of traditional
sound wave technology, a small and comfortable in-ear microphone picks up vibrations from the user's jawbone. The vibrations
are converted into sound, delivering crystal clear communication
under extreme conditions, even when whispering.

X6

INVISIO - Tactical Push-to-talk Solutions

M15

M20

X50

M30

V60

S10

M80

PTT solutions for any requirement and configuration:
In-line, remote, wireless,
IP68 rated, silent PTT.
Advanced units have dual
PTT and hear through electronics for X5 & X6 product.
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Tactical, Military & Specialty Headsets (XTAC Series)

XTACLW

XTAC1

XTAC2

XTAC4

XTACHP

SV‐MPH

SV‐NC

SV‐HC

We offer a number of Specialty Tactical/Military set-ups and configurations. Contact us to discuss your application.

Bluetooth Freedom Wireless Series
WS55‐KIT

WS56‐KIT

WS55

WS56‐KIT‐DT

WS43

WS56

WS‐UAB

WTX‐710

Other wireless headsets under development cannot match the FREEDOM Wireless™ Headset's 300-500 foot range, and NO other headset
comes close to the noise reduction capability, and clarity, of the FREEDOM Wireless™ Headset. Available in both Behind the Head and Over
the Head styles, the versatile FREEDOM Wireless™ Headset is designed for use in multiple applications, including railroads, fire/public safety,
military, racing, agriculture, heavy industry and aviation, particularly ground crew. The interchangeable cable option allows you to plug the
transmitter into vehicle intercoms, portable or mobile radios.
The FREEDOM Wireless™ Headset has passed exhaustive, extensive testing under real world conditions, with flying colors.

For all your Safety, Communications
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Wireless Bluetooth Adapters & Dongles

XBXD

XBX

XPTT2

XBXM

XSMLW

Speaker Microphones

High Noise Headsets

Lightweight Headsets

Accessory Connec on Kit

The Blue-X wireless adapters from CanCom allow the use of a compatible Bluetooth headset or accessory, with your portable or mobile two-way
radio. The adapter easily pairs with thousands of off-the-shelf Bluetooth headsets and specific CanCom radio accessories.

Guide Wireless - Tour/Training System

COM690‐HH

COM691

COM690

COM‐699

GUIDE Communications System offers clear person-to-person and group communications in high noise areas. Delivers short (75 feet approx.)
interference-free sound quality… perfect for plant tours, work teams or plant training situations.

Wireless Earpiece Kit
WE2015

NL35BE

Enhance the usability of your surveillance kits. Induction wireless
technology eliminates a cable going to the user’s ear. Our earpiece
is a fully squelched model. This unit can be used with our range of
“Flex” style surveillance kits, giving you options for position of the
microphone and push-to-talk button.

For all your Safety, Communications
and Radio Accessory Products
Radio Interface Cables & Adapters
MWPTT

MPTT

XCB

XHPTT

XSMLW

XCBM

HIR6

HIR6P

RI‐XX

We offer a wide range of radio interface cables for your portable or mobile radio. Depending on the radio accessory you require, we have
adapter cables sure to work for your application.

Remote Push-to-talk Buttons
XRPTT

P0555

P0515

P0505

XVMPTT

P0520

XVPTT

Depending on the accessory you are using, you may have a need for a remote push-to-talk. We have a number to choose from depending on
your specific application.

For all your Safety, Communications
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Conversion Adapters

AP‐M1

AP‐M4

AP‐M4b

AP‐M5

AP‐M6

AP‐M6b

AP‐M7

AP‐M7b

AP‐M14

AP‐K2

AP‐C4

AP‐25

Conversion adapters allow the use of existing radio accessories on radios with different style accessory jacks. Also provides a quick disconnect.

Hirose Adapters - Pigtail Style

HIR6P‐M1

HIR6P‐M3

HIR6P‐M11

HIR6P‐K1

HIR6P‐C3

HIR6P‐F1

Hirose Adapters mate with all radio accessories that have our HIR6 plug. This connection also allows for a quick disconnect of the radio and accessory.
A great option when sharing radios and using personal accessories such a earpieces for hygiene reasons. Also relieves stress on the radio jack. We
carry pigtail style adapters for all single and two-pin makes and models of radio. If the style you are looking for is not shown above please inquire.

Hirose Adapters - Unibody Style

HIR6‐M4

HIR6‐M5

HIR6‐M6

HIR6‐M7

HIR6‐M14

HIR6‐K2

Hirose Adapters mate with all radio accessories that have our HIR6 plug. This connection also
allows for a quick disconnect of the radio and accessory. A great option when sharing radios and
using personal accessories. Also relieves stress on the radio jack. We carry a wide selection of
Unibody style adapters for various makes and models of radio. If the style you are looking for is
not shown here, please inquire.
HIR6‐V2

HIR6‐V4
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Acoustic Tube Earpieces

SEC‐MT

SEC‐MTS

EP‐LL

SEC‐CT

SEC‐ET

EP‐SL

EP‐ML

SEC‐EAR

EP‐LR

SEC‐MTB

EP‐FT

EP‐MR

EP‐SR

AT‐E

EA‐15

No matter what your application… we have an earpiece option for your acoustic tube radio accessory.

Acoustic Tube Kit - Parts/Accessories

AT‐CLK

AT‐BL

AT‐CLKS

AT‐CB

We offer many replacement parts for our acoustic tube listen-only and surveillance kits. Whether you require a replacement air tube, elbow, connector,
screw or cord we should have an option for you. Our parts are also compatible with other brands as well. Above is a small sample of the parts available
for purchase.

Replacement Foams for speakers & microphones

FC‐1

FC‐2

FC‐3

FC‐4

FC‐5

FC‐6

We have the largest selection of replacement foam covers for various sizes of speakers and boom
microphones. For speaker foam, we offer options for 15mm, 25mm, 32mm, 40mm & 52mm as
standard stock. For boom microphone foam we offer small & medium sizes for lightweight booms
and large for high noise headsets. Please contact us for options. Even if we do not have what you
are looking for in stock… we can get it!!!
FC‐7

FC‐8

For all your Safety, Communications
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Clothing Clips for Cables
CCLIP2

CCLIP1

XCLIP3

XCLIP6

XCLIP7

We offer clothing
clips for a variety of
different cable.
(1-6 mm diameter).
Contact us for special requirements.

XCLIP5

Clothing clips for our
speaker mics and
Push-to-talks. If you
do not see the clip
you need just contact us.

Clothing Clips for Microphones & Push-to-talks
CCLIP7

CCLIP4

XCLIP4

XCLIP1

Specialty Cables
CLPS

I0433

CBU‐XX

I0455

We offer a wide range of cable assemblies to
meet your requirement. Whether terminated
with specific plugs, custom molded or unterminated. Cords are available in different thicknesses, curly or straight. Let us know what
you need and we can make it for you.

Specialty Connectors
TA3F

NX4M

TA3M

TB3M

TA5F

TA5M

TB5M

LJ35F

TA6F

TA6M

We offer a variety of specialty connectors. The
units shown are a small selection of what we
can offer. Contact us to discuss specific connectors you require.

For all your Safety, Communications
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Land Mobile Radio & Pager Batteries
CanCom offers a full line of Pager and LMR batteries. Incorporating Japanese cells and manufactured to strict quality control standards, LMR
batteries have a well-earned reputation for exceptional performance and reliability. They feature rugged housings that are ultrasonically welded,
gold plated contacts, and are backed by a strong, no-hassle warranty. Batteries are available for all makes & models of two-way radios and
pagers. Custom label program is available to make every battery your own!

Private Label Program
We also offer a private label battery program that
enables you to market two-way radio batteries
under your own name/brand. Whether ordering
a single battery or hundreds, each includes a
high quality, four-color label. Labels are professionally designed, and can include your logo,
web site address, or other contact information.

Nylon & Leather Radio Cases
The most comprehensive durable and functional list of leather and nylon cases for two-way radios in the industry. Made in USA - Best in Quality
and Design. Heavy Duty Leather Cases are designed to take a beating in the toughest environments. Lifetime warranty against defects in materials or craftsmanship. Denier Nylon Cases are lightweight with water repellant coating and are easily cleaned. Chose from standard belt clip,
belt loop or swivel clip carrying options. We also offer a wide range of belts, chest packs and carrying straps. Contact us for more details.

For all your Safety, Communications
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Endura Battery Chargers
TWC1M

TWC1

TWC12M

TWC6M

TWC2M

Our high quality chargers will charge your radio’s battery quickly and properly every time. Our chargers
are “smart” because they not only prevent over charging a battery, but also provide automatic recharging of a battery when the radio remains “powered on” while in the charger. Choose from single or
six bay units, which can be powered into a regular outlet or in a vehicle. TWC2M and TWC12M use the
same dual charging pods. The pods are secured with one screw and easy to replace when it’s time to
update the charger. Each dual pod can charge two batteries for a specific radio model. The batteries
may have different chemistries/capacities.

Cadex Chargers and Analyzers
C5100

C7200

C7400

UCC1

UCC2

UCC6

Universal Adapters

Custom Adapters

C7400ER

Dura Series

Cadex battery analyzers offer a platform that fulfills virtually all
battery testing and conditioning needs. With features such as
QuickSort™ that checks lithium-ion batteries in 30 seconds, and
Boost that revives dead packs, Cadex truly masters battery testing.
Slide a battery into one of our 1,500 custom Battery Adapters, or
use a Universal Adapter to discover why Cadex units have become
the world’s leading battery analyzers.

For all your Safety, Communications
and Radio Accessory Products
Motorola FRS/GMRS Family Radios

MA130

T8500

MB160

MJ276

MD320

MT560

MH370

MS560

Motorola Talkabout Two-Way Radios are designed to provide affordable and dependable communication, ideal for the outdoor enthusiast, active
families or an emergency preparedness kit. Our radios work in remote areas, are rugged and convenient to use and provide instant access without
using up your cell phone minutes. With a wide variety of options and price points we are sure to have a solution to meet your requirement. We
also offer both Motorola and CanCom accessories for use with these radios.

Motorola Business Radios
CLP1013
CLP1043
CLP1063

DTR410
DTR550

CLS1413

BPR40

RMU2043

PR400

RDU4104
RDU4163

Call Boxes

Motorola has designed a tough and rugged line-up of business radios to answer the needs of schools, hotels, warehouses, offices, and general
businesses that need a lightweight and affordable wireless communication solution. These radios operate on frequencies reserved exclusively
for business without interference. With several radio options available in this platform we can address requirements for radio size, number of
channels, power/distance, etc. We also offer both Motorola and CanCom accessories for use with these radios.

For all your Safety, Communications
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Vertex Programmable UHF/VHF Radios
VX‐231

VX‐351

VX‐354

VX‐451

VX‐454

VX‐459

EVX‐531

EVX‐534

EVX‐539

VX‐821

VX‐824

VX‐829

VX‐921

VX‐924

VXD‐720

VX‐2100

VX‐4500

EVX‐5400

Shown is a wide selection of
portable and mobile radio
models. If you do not see
the model you are looking
for please contact us. We
also offer a wide range of
accessories.

VXD‐7200

Since 1956, Vertex Standard has maintained a focused commitment to delivering quality radio communications equipment that supports business
productivity and public safety worldwide. Choice from a wide range of UHF/VHF portable and mobile radio options programmable to your frequencies. Vertex Standard stands behind every radio and is proud to ensure total customer satisfaction with a 3-year factory warranty.
We have shown a number of radio options above… if you can’t find the model you are looking for please contact us.

For all your Safety, Communications
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Personal Protective Equipment
Ear Plugs

Ear Muﬀs

Electronic Headsets

AM/FM Headsets

Head & Face Protec on

Safety Clothing

Safety Glasses

In addition to our wide range
of radio accessory products
we also offer products to
protect employees in the
work place. Contact us for
more details of specific items
we can supply.

We are Proud to Represent and Distribute some of the industries best brands

